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Unveiling
a Billion-Dollar
Spectacle
After four years of planning, the
dream is emerging for all to see. The
model at left is only a beginning: the
New York World's Fair of 1964/1965
in its earliest stages. Now the miniatures have become buildings, and
buildings are multiplying to almost
double the number visible in the picture. On April 22, the gates will open
to the greatest fair of all.
To capture the color, excitement
and splendor of the , billion-dollar
production, the Editors of TIME-LIFE
Books have prepared this official preview. It features inside reports by
NBC newsmen Chet Huntley and David Brinkley, color photographs by
Richard Meek of the Fair a-building,
and a cartoonist's romp through the
show by Whitney Darrow Jr. There
is also a complete map of the grounds
showing the location of the exhibits,
and a page of facts and figures to
help you plan a visit to the Fair.

On a 54-foot model t.1Jble in the World's Fair headquarters.
the huge exposition begins to fill out with the lighted shapes and
colors of pavilions to come. The completed model will have
some 17 5 buildings: only 87 are shown here.

© l 963 Time Inc. All rights reserved. All illustrations of exhibits
or attractions by permission of or copyrighted© by New York World's
Fair 1964/ 1965 Corporation. Unisphere ® presented by @
United States Steel© 1961 New York World's Fair 1964/ 1965 corporation.
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INSIDE REPORT: PART I

Countdown at
Flushing Meadow
By Chet Huntley

Television newscaster Chet Huntley, shown standing
before the Unisphere at the New York World's

Fair, views the work in progress on the biggest
exhibition of its kind in history.

P. T. Barnum got there first with the ringing
slogan, "The Greatest Show on Earth," but
it is 74-year-old Robert Moses, the master
builder of self-liquidating public works, who
is transforming the slogan from a rhetorical
superlative to a staggering square mile of
showmanship: the New York World's Fair of
1964/1965. Rising out of the onetime misty
bogs of Flushing Meadow, Long Island, Moses' "main tent" is a congeries of some 175
separate pavilions and structures, bold and
startling towers, domes, buttresses, pylons
and other architectural fantasies, amply accommodated on 646 acres-a showplace nine
times as big as the Seattle Fair of 1962.
On the long-overgrown flats and crumbling foundations of the old New York
World's Fair site of 1939/1940, more than
8,000 workmen and engineers, equipped
with massive bulldozers and trucks, giant
cranes and tractors, have performed· a miracle of construction creating a new fairgrounds. A million cubic yards of earth have
been lifted and moved about. The ground has
been laced with some 50 miles of pipe and
500 miles of cable. Road builders have been

High-altitude workers dangle near the orbital rings of the Unisphere, the giant symbol of the Fair.
Donated by U.S. Steel, the 140-foot-high globe is the largest model of the earth ever built.
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at work on the periphery, improving or lay. ing down some $125 million worth of parkways leading to the Fair.
In the entrance of the Fair's Administration building stands the official countdown
clock, looking rather like
electronic colddrink machine, ticking off the time to the
grand opening, its illuminated digits blinking out the days, hours, minutes and seconds
that remain. When the clock strikes zero, at
IO a.rn. on April 22, I 964, the first visitors
will descend on the Fair.

.fn

The Look of Days to Come

On a single bright and pleasant Sunday,
half a million people will pour through the
grounds. The entire spectacular is geared to
handle 70 to l 00 million customers in 3 60
days (two annual runs of mid-April to midOctober) without rushing anyone. There may
be the visitor who will insist on seeing everything. If he devotes five hours a day to it, he
can expect to emerge from the last display
in about 30 days:
A tour of the site as the Fair nears com~etion suggests the scope of the spectacle in
store. Great block-long monoliths of concrete
soar laterally and vertically, sometimes without evident support, seeming to reduce the
old law of gravity to a mere superstition.
Here is a bright red roof- there a blue facade.
The streets and curbs and walkways are taking form, ready for the landscape artists to
seed the carpets of luxurious lawn and soften
the edges with shrubbery.
The Fair is divided into five sections: Industrial, International, Federal and State, Transportation, and the Lake Amusement Area .
. The center of the fairgrounds is marked by
the Unisphere, built by the United States Steel
Corporation. This giant globe, tall as a I 2story building and ringed with the orbits of
satellites, is intended to symbolize "a shrinking globe in an expanding universe." This is a
permanent structure and will tower over the
landscape when the Fair is gone and the area

Color photographs by Richard Meek

Fantastic shapes begin to emerge from the litter of construction. Here the spires and mounds of the
Eastman Kodak pavilion rise directly infront of the staggered prisms and 120-foot towers of the Electric
Power and Light exhibit. At rear, still encased in scaffolding, is IBM's "egg."

The split-level Bell System pavilion has a solid base topped by a Fiberglas
wing that appears to float 24 feel above ground.

has been transformed into a new city park.
Upward from the Unisphere and its surrounding gaily colored Fountain of the Continents, a line of malls and reflecting pools
extends to the spectacular Pool of Industry.
Around this watery axis the Fair has been
laid out in the shape of a giant horseshoe. At
its top is the Industrial Area (see map at the
back of chis book), comprising roughly a
third of the World's Fair complex.
+
Here, overlooking the Pool of Industry, is
the gigantic pavilion of the Bell System.
Housing an armchair ride and a lively communications show, the building is an incredible, white "floating wing" that seems to
hover 24 feet above the ground and is supported only by four small pillars.
Nearby is the egg-shaped pavilion of International Business Machines-an egg that

General Electric's dome-200 feet in diameter-will be crowned with over a
thousand lights that will make it seem to spin.

The Johnson's Wax theater begins to shape up as a glillering, suspended
"rondelle." as its designers like 10 refer to it.

on closer inspection can be seen to be covered with the letters "IBM" repeated 1,000
times. The structure was designed by Charles
Eames and the late, already legendary Eero
Saarinen. In order to build it, IBM had to
turn to its own computers to solve unparalleled problems of stress and balance.
RCA, from a pavilion resembling a set of
huge drums with white tops and copper
sides, will supply the Fair with the largest
closed-circuit color TV network ever assembled-about 200 receivers. The large, airy
Festival of Gas pavilion, its glass walls hanging from a contoured white roof, is set among
flowing streams and floating flower beds. It
will feature a Fun House of the Future, a
Kitchen of the Future, and a restaurant very
much of the present, where some of the
world's tqp chefs will man the gas ranges.

The Festival of Gas pavilion, its roof hovering high above glass walls, will
be one of the airiest structures at the Fair.

The "model T' Port Authority building was the first completed at the Fair.
fl will remain as a permanent heliport and restaurant.

The Travelers Insurance pavilion will also
"float," seemingly on a huge fountain, its
dome the bright red umbrella (what else?)
that is Travelers' familiar trademark of protection. Eastman Kodak is offering camera
buffs a "lunar" roof, the perfect setting for
a family snapshot in outer space. Towering
above the "moon" will be five color photographs, each 30 by 36 feet in size.
Scott Paper, in a sylvan setting of woods,
gardens and fountains, will emphasize relaxation and rest. The Johnson's Wax pavilion has columns that form a canopy over a
giant, suspended disc. The disc, resembling a
great golden lozenge, is a movie theater.
Leave it to the breweries to re-create the
past. Rheingold's Little Old New York pavilion comes complete with turn-of-the-century cobblestone streets and kiosks. One part

Ford's pavilion features a great glass rotunda amid 64 towering pylons.
A long rectangular hall completes the structure.

Simmons' tiered blue-and-white pavilion, housing a host of rentable
Beautyrest mattresses, will offer respite for the weary.

of Schaefer's exhibit will be a diorama of its
original plant in 1842.
By contrast, General Electric is right up to
the minute with the first public demonstration of nuclear fusion.
As these samples show, the roster of industrial exhibitors at the Fair reads like a
bluebook of American commerce and production. For also on the roster are Du Pont,
Westinghouse (with a new Time Capsule),
National Cash Register, Simmons, Electric
P&wer and Light, Formica, General Cigar,
Chunky, Continental Insurance, Equitable
Life, Coca-Cola and Pepsi-Cola and Seven-Up.
Too numerous to mention are still other major companies whose displays are grouped in
five large multiple-exhibitor pavilions: the
Better Living building, the World of Food,
the Hall of Education, the Pavilion of Amer-

The familiar red umbrella of protection tops the Travelers Insurance
pavilion. which will seem to float on a fountain of water.

ican Interiors, and the House of Good Taste.
Also in the Industrial Area, near the main
entrance gate to the Fair, are a 2,100-seat
assembly Pavilion and a 15,000-seat open-air
Arena. These will be used for a host of public events, including several of the 1964 U.S.
Olympic Trials.
The theme selected for the New York
World's Fair is "Peace thro ugh Understanding." The Intern ational Area, located just below the Industrial Area on that World's Fair
horseshoe, will give it meaning.
A World to Walk Through

Here more than 40 countries of Latin
America, Europe, Asia and Africa will vie 1n
a friendly competition of food, fun and tourist allure. This is the kind of geographical
never-never land only found at a world exposition-where a Swiss chalet, a Chinese
pagoda and an Islamic mosque can stand
neatly juxtaposed. It is here that Jordan will
enable visitors from everywhere to see Dead
Sea scrolls, and Spain will display paintings
by Goya, Velazquez and El Greco.
Adjacent to the International Arca is the
Federal and States Area, including the New
York City building that was left from the
1939 Fair. Remodeled and refurbished, this
pavilion will enclose in one part an extraordinary replica of the city, made up of 840,000
buildings reproduced exactly to scale. In another section, there will be a Dick Button ice
show. Not far off are New York State's County Fair of the Future-with a 200-foot tower
that is the highest point of the World's Fair
-and the pavilions of 20 other states. And
there is the Area's largest building, the Federal pavilion, more than a city block square.
Across Grand Central Parkway on the lower edge of the grounds is the Transportation
Area. Here is the gigantic new Futurarna
of the General Motors Corporation, with its
massive tailfin facade for an entrance, housing an updated version of the GM show
that "packed 'em in" in 1939. The new edi-

Snaking around the fairgrounds is the Van Wyck Extension.
one link of the great road-building program undertaken in connection
with the Fair. Parr of the Industrial Area can be seen to the left
of the parkway. Ar the upper lefc is New York's new Shea Stadium,
at the cop of the picture. the blue sheen of Flushing Bay.
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tion is ready to handle 70,000 visitors a day.
At an opposite corner is the Ford pavilion.
Its flared rectangular section ends in a great
glass-enclosed rotunda surrounded by I 00foot-high glittering pflons that are transformed at night into a waterfall of light. The
Ford show, designed by Walt Disney (who is
also doing exhibits for GE, the state of Illinois and Pepsi-Cola), will be seen from the
latest-model Ford convertibles. Between General Motors and Ford is, naturally, the Chrysler pavilion, filled with surprises of its own.
Heigh-ho, Fun at the Fair

Greyhound, U.S. Rubber and SKF Industries are among the other exhibitors in the
Transportation Area. And it is in this section
of the Fair that Sinclair Oil will set up nine
"dinosaurs"; the multi-exhibitor Transportation and Travel pavilion will house a space
spectacular; there will be rides in custombuilt reproductions of antique cars; and an
Auto Thrill Show will be presented.
Of course, many people will comt' to the
Fair as much for fun as for enlightenment.
A big sector of the grounds, bordering on
Meadow Lake is designated the Lake Amusement Area. Angus G. Wynne Jr.. the Texas
showman, will run his Texas Music Hall
there. Hawaii, with a grand-scale Pacific Paradise, will present native fashions, foods and
entertainment. Florida will have a porpoise
show, a citrus tower and two model homes
ready for vacation living.
By monorail the visitor can circle above
such other attractions as the Amphitheatre,
with its million-dollar musical jointly produced by Leon Leonidoff of Radio City Music
Hall fame and Meyer Davis, the society band .
impresario; the Continental Circus; the
Dancing Waters; a wax museum; an Indian
village; a French puppet show; and restaurants and rides that go on and on.
The new Fair will have one more distinction. It is the first to offer a number of exhibits sponsored by religious organizations.

Billy Graham has a pavilion; he may appear
also at Shea Stadium, the new home of the
baseball Mets and the football Jets, located
across the Long Island Railroad and subway
tracks from the Fair. The Mormon. exhibit
will include a replica of part of the Salt Lake
City Temple of the Church, and the famous
Mormon Tabernacle Choir will perform several times at the Fair. There is an impressive
Protestant Center, a Christian Science pavilion designed by Edward Durell Stone, and a
Russian Orthodox pavilion. For the Vatican
pavilion, the late Pope John XXIII authorized
the loan of Michelangelo's sculpture masterpiece, the Pieta.
And there is more. Fountains and gardens
are everywhere. There are dozens of restaurants serving virtually any dish or sandwich
ever invented, 7,000 public telephones, countless rest rooms and first-aid stations. Add the
banks and the Administration building and
the scores of shops and souvenir stations that
greet the visitor on every hand, and you have
the New York World's Fair for 1964/1965.
Not on the fairgrounds in Flushing Meadow, but allied to the Fair nonetheless, is Manhattan's great new Lincoln Center, which will
present a World's Fair Festival of the Performing Arts during the Fair seasons. The
New York Philharmonic Symphony, conducted by Leonard Bernstein; will offer concerts -·
in Philharmonic Hall. The New York State
Theater, second building of the Center to be
completed, will open a day after the Fair. It
will feature theatrical and dance companies
from the U.S. and abroad, and a schedule of
operetta and musical comedy under the guidance of composer Richard Rodgers.
All the pieces are now being fitted into
place; a sense of order and promise of the
spectacular are emerging from the litter and
confusion of construction.
This is New York calling "Johnny, come
to the Fair!" The old song has it that Johnny
stayed too late at that unidentified fair. They
will never get him out of this one.

David Brinkley. the other half of television's
Huntley-Brinkley team. visits the World's Fair
model room while gathering material
for his own kind of report=].acts spiced with wit.

INSIDE REPORT: PART II

Taking the Tour

.

By David Brinkley

At a given hour during the New York World's
Fair, the following events, each of them
highly improbable, may be happening all at
the very same time:
In Hawaii's restaurant, customers nibble
papaya and gaze at hula girls while sitting
inside make-believe volcanoes that look real
enough to erupt.
* In the Coca-Cola pavilion, visitors suddenly find themselves in the middle of a
Cambodian forest complete with chattering

*

monkeys and cawing birds, while directly
outside, a 610-bell electronic carillon plays
"Smoke Gets in Your Eyes."
* In the Fair's 15 ,000-seat Arena, there
is a championship judo match.
* On 200 color TV sets located throughout the grounds, a dozen tearful children appear, to be claimed by their grateful parents.
* In the large Electric Power and Light
building, animated mechanical chickens sing
in croaky voices: "We chickens all have to ,,.

On the folJowing pages Whitney Darrow Jr.
leads you through a world of fun and fancy in a
cartoon sampling of adventures at the Fair.

'"',

Ride in a cable car high
above the sparkle of the Fair.
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Dine in exotic restaurants on
delicacies fram around the world.

cluck with pride about our farms electrified."
In the same building, a mechanical cow
sings about how nice it is on cold mornings
to do business with an electric milker instead
of a farmer's cold hands.
* In the Hong Kong pavilion, a man is
measured for a gray flannel suit.
* In the Amphitheatre on the lake shore,
there is an extravaganza on stage and in water put on by the man from the Radio City
Music Hall.
* In the Ford pavilion people ride in convertibles while watching a Disney fantasy
of the past, present and future-including
electronic cave men who move about and
grunt. All the electronic people are plasticskinned and filled with wires and valves.
Among the more specialized experts at the
Fair are the maintenance men who keep
them running. (''Tommy, what does your
daddy do for a living?")
And in Argentina's restaurant, they are
roasting an ox.

•\
\

*

Well, it is heady and giddy stuff, and it is
endless. When somebody asked Robert Moses,
president of the Fair, how this differed from
other fairs, he answered in a tone suggesting
the question ought never to have been asked:
"It's bigger."

tractor trains, cable cars, a monorail and
little open-air taxis for hire by the hour, so
you do not have to walk anywhere at all.
The Brussels Fair in 1958 had more than
enough drill presses, milling contraptions
and trip hammers, displayed in drafty halls
by countries boasting about their industrial
power. Exhibits looked like machine-tool
salesrooms, and in ·some cases they were.
There is little of that here. There are industrial displays put up by the corporate giants
of America and the world, but these exhibitors all know that people come to a fair
to have a good time.

It is. More money has been spent on it
than for any other fair in history, and it will
draw lots more people.
Doing It the Easy Way

It covers a square mile and is built on the
same ground as the l 939 Fair. On the maps, it
is divided by colors into its five areas.
While that is all very nice and efficient,
there are some among us who have always
thought of world fairs as instruments of physical punishment, murderous to the feet, hot
and offering no place to sit down. Not this
Fair. In most of the bigger exhibits, you can
sit down and look, or ride through and look,
or both. And to get around the grounds,
there are high-speed buses, low-speed buses,
i)

t

In the early stages of the Fair's press-agentry, the word got out that President Moses
had forbidden all strippers, fan and / or belly
dancers and•other variants and refinements
of this pop art form. It was noised around
that the Fair they were putting up out there
would be an inspirational exercise in architecture, engineering, industrial progress, space
exploration and the virtues of the free enter-
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Snap a picture of your family
aqainst a strange lunar landscape.
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Cruise in a 1964 car
through a fantasyland of the juture.
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prise system, but not much fun. Bob Moses
denied with heat that chuckles would be
rare at this Fair, although he acknowledged
that the taboos would stand. "We shall have
no cheap midway with hlechanical gadgets,
freaks, shills and dubious side shows," he
said. "Actually these catch-penny devices attract relatively few people. There will be
night life, but it will not be objectionable."
And actually, about all that is lacking is
the kind of shrill, sleazy sideshow area seen
in rural carnivals. A world's fair that is unable to produce more fun than that ought
not even to open.
Instead, in New York in April, there will
be a John Ringling North circus with a parade around the grounds every day. There
will be a giant extravaganza called "Wonderworld" in the Amphitheatre-the same
outdoor showplace Billy Rose used for his famous Aquacade, which was one of the highlights at the I 939 Fair. Then there will be
the Texas Music Hall with 90 minute~ of
"visual splendor, music, dancing, singing

Relive some of the great
moments of American history.

and comedy" taken from 100 years of American musical comedy.
And there will be many other attractions
with no reason for being there except that
they are entertaining. A man named Bill
Doll, who worked at the last New York Fair,
is almost the prototype of the fast-talking
show business press agent. He is back. He
surveyed for Variety the entertainment prospects at the Fair and reported as follows:
"We all know that outdoor show business
has been easy prey for beefs and grumbles
ever since the first bumpkin had his pocket
picked on a carnival midway. Maybe 'midway' is a dirty carnival word, so call it The
Lake Amusement Area or whatever you
please, but it's still a midway in my book.
I spent two wonderful years in 1939-40 helping Mike Todd make a big noise at the old
Fair, and no one in this whole world is looking forward more anxiously to tottering back
to the scene of the crime."
The exhibits generally will close at IO p.m.
But the bars, night clubs and shows will be

Enjoy art treasures gathered
from every part of the world.
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there until 2 a.m., providing as much entertainment for entertainment's sake as anyone
can hope to see.
Elsewhere, in the other subdivisions of
Moses' Mile, will be such fantasies as the
nine weatherproof "dinosaurs," life-size, done
in Fiberglas, built by a taxidermist in bucolic surroundings upstate, floated down the
Hudson on a barge and finally set down at
the Fair, there to symbolize an age when Sinclair's oil al ready was mellowing in the earth.
Plastic History and Peopled Walls

There will be a plastic Abraham Lincoln
programmed by tape in a central control
room, like a missile. Lincoln sits, stands,
moves his tongue, moves his lips, clears his
throat, frowns, smiles, looks skeptical, sad,
happy, raises either or both eyebrows, registers a total of 15 facial expressions, makes
a speech of six minutes and steps back to
his chair, whereupon his motors are turned
off and choirs burst into song.
A manufacturer of paper products, recog-
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nizing another problem familiar to fairgoers
through history, is building "the most elegant restrooms in the world."
A brewer will have a bar I 00 feet long.
IBM has an egg-shaped "information machine," fitted out with a "people wall." Actually, the wall is a wall of seats. When they are
filled, the seats and the 450 people in them
will be lifted gently inside the egg, where
there will be a presentation so diverse it will
take nine movie screens to hold it.
The Japanese pavilion will include a restaurant with 150 waitresses who sing, dance
and serve an eight-course meal.
Hawaii will have a luau, or feast, that runs
on for three hours, four nights a week.
Sweden will have a smorgasbord, which
is quicker.
The Seven-Up people will have a restaurant with continuous entertainment and a

Marvel at the acrobatics of
trained porpoises.

Order a day's groceries in a
push-button supermarket.

of 50 scenes, telling in sequence the history of
communications. It begins with those toneless drums we used to hear in Sabu jungle
movies and continues up to the future-the
whole affair described through loudspeakers
installed in the back of eacp; chair.
A Better Living exhibit will show home
equipment, from backyard frankfurter braziers to whatever it is that Dorothy Draper
thinks will be available for home use in l 970.
Available earlier (that is, in 1964) is the
Formica Corporation's World's Fair House.
The House, fully equipped with the latest in
gadgetry, stands on a landscaped half-acre
plot on the only hill site in the fairgrounds.
Anyone who wants a similar home can order
01) it; complete blueprints are being supplied to
0, home builders throughout the country.
~ "'
Continental Insurance, in a series of tab,
a:- --. leaux on American history, will include such
·, .~ . dventures as a diorama of the great sea bat. ··r-.··· )A
le between the Serapis and John Paul Jones's
1
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Bonhomme Richard.
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Meet a giam octopus in a trip

chrough the underwater world.

Rent a bed when you feel in need
of a rest or a snooze.

Co aboard

the "Sama Maria" and
wonder how Columbus ever did ii.

The Du Pont Company will have two rotating theaters with live musical shows put
on by the producer at New York's Upstairs at
the Downstairs, a night club.
General Cigar will be contentedly "halflive." The magic show in its pavilion will
have stage actors (live) doing hocus-pocus
with animated figures (not live) that seemingly hop on and off a movie screen.
Never a Dark Moment

Electric Power and Light will have a pavilion rapturously described as being "an irregularly shaped multi-colored crystal palace, a
Gothic 'Tower of light.'" Shooting skyward
will be a light beam, said to have more
candle power than 50 illuminated Yankee
Stadiums ~or 105 million 100-watt lamp
bulbs, if you want to make household comparisons). The beam can be seen, when the
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weather is right, in at least four other states,
leading people there on dull nights to wish
they were at the Fair.

Equitable Life will have a Demograph-an
electronic map showing and recording births
and deaths in each of the states, plus a counter showing the American population growth
in numbers six feet high.
General Motors will ride you on belt-driven
seats to the moon, to the Antarctic, under an
ocean, through a jungle where trees are felled
by beams of light and across a desert made
to bloom with desalinated water, and then
into the city of the future.
An American Indian village will offer spectacles never before seen off a reservation. Before your very eyes, as they say, braves will
dance with snakes and hot coals, shoot arrows and throw hatchets, display several centuries of handiwork and, while you watch,'
smoke a salmon.
There will be an indescribable machine
called "Dancing Waters," in which jets of watershoor up and about, changing shape and
color, synchronized to music.
On the lake shore, Florida will have a tow-
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learn the way great chefs
prepare the food you like best.

Watch Polynesian pearl divers
at work in a tropic lagoon.

er 100 feet high, somehow suggesting an ancient sun worshiper's temple. On top of it,
set like a jewel, lovingly displayed, carefully
lit, is one perfect, 15-foot plastic orange; below it, a watery show with porpoises leaping
from a tank to spectacular heights. lunging
and floundering in the air to ring a brass bell
or eat a fish, or both.
Hawaii, in addition to volcanoes and food,
will have lagoons, a 600-seat amphitheatre
for shows, thatched huts, a model of the
whole state set in a miniature ocean and a
40-foot waterfall.
A captive helicopter twirls you 100 feet in
the air. Boats, electric, noiseless, each with
a multilingual hostess on board, will cruise
around the lake. For those who forget their
seasick pills, an exact replica of Christopher
Columbus' flagship, the Santa Maria-constructed in Barcelona, Spain, and shipped
across the Atlantic safe and sound on the
deck of a freighter-will be moored nearby,
taking on visitors but never lifting anchor.

A waffle restaurant will serve the Belgian
equivalent, called gaufre} under colored umbrellas, and a school will give lessons in making pizza, Italian style. A wax museum will
display realistic figures of Lucrezia Borgia,
Marie Antoinette.' Salome and Dr. Kildare,
General Electric has a theater in which several audiences simultaneously see different
parts of the same show. Instead of the show's
scenes being moved, the audiences are moved
in their seats.
Lively Portrait of Our Times

In the centerof it all is the Unisphere, an
open, stainless steel world globe, so airy it
seems to move. The Unisphere will remain
when the Fair is over. Most of the rest will
go, leaving behind what Moses says will be
New York's finest park.
But while the Fair is there, it will have
about everything anyone can think of, plus
some things that must have invented themselves under the pressure of making it a fair
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Be there at the final trials to
select U.S. Olympic teams.

Treat your children to the fun

and thrills of a circus.

Applaud the folk music and dances
of many different countries.

rather than a trade show: a display of bright
and even brilliant ideas and fun and fancy
rather than steely phalanxes of turbines arid
drill presses, a show of what is new and interesting and entertaining in a country that
no longer has to prove it knows how to make
machines.
As Bill Doll wrote in Variety, "Those who
predict a thud from the 'industrial' side of the
fairgrounds are not reckoning with the fact
that since the last fair a whole new breed of
pro showmen have emerged from the mercantile world."
As for the architecture, Moses said a long
time ago every exhibitor was free to choose
his own, and he didn't care if it was "avant
garde, fin de siecle. reactionary, eclectic, rococo, sirocco, General Grant, General Mills,
Corbu, Corbel, Bauhaus, Skull and Bonesthey are all the same to us."
Well, they are all there, as wild a profusion
of shapes and colors as the growths on the
moist floor of the rain forest, and it is a sight.

.

Get lose and find yourself
scarred on closed-circuit TV.

....
Witness the eerie spectacle of
men exploring lands in outer space.

What You Should Know about the Fair
The Time. The Fair will rurf-daily (including Sundays and holidays)
for two seasons: April 22-October
18, 1964, and April 21-October 17,
I 965-a total of 360 days. Gates to
the fairgrounds proper open at 9:30
a.m. The exhibits will open at IO
a.m. and close between IO p.m. and
midnight. Many amusement concessions, restaurants and shows will
remain open until 2 a.m.

The Place. Flushing Meadow
Park, the Fair site, is in New York
City's Borough of Queens, less than
IO miles from Times Square. This is
the same site that housed the New
York World'sFairof 1939/1940. The
646 acres of fairgrounds are laid out
in five Areas: Industrial, International, Federal and States, Transpor. tation, and Lake Amusement. There
will be some I SO exhibits plus other structures. The space not taken
up by pavilions will include parks,
ponds, shaded walks, fountains, and
miscellaneous buildings.

Getting There. New York City
is a hub for every form of transportation. Fairgoers can reach the city
from any place on the continent by
modern highway or railroad; from
any place in the world by air or
ship. Once in New York the ways to
the Fair will be many:
* By car, via the Queens-Midtown
Tunnel or over the Triborough,
Bronx-Whitestone, Queensborough
or Throgs Neck Bridge.
By subway via any one of the
city's three subway lines-IRT,
BMT and IND. There are 236.7
miles of subway in New York, and
the Fair can be reached from any
point in the system for 15 cents.
Directions will be marked with blue
arrows.
By helicopter from the Port of
New York Authority's heliport in
Manhattan, or from Newark, LaGuardia or Idlewild Airports.
By boat, private or public, to the
new Flushing Bay Marina. (At least

a half-million visitors are expected
to journey to the Fair this way.)
* By bus or taxicab. Bus fare within New York City is I 5 cents; cabs
charge 25 cents for the first 1/s of a
mile and five cents for each additional fifth. Cab drivers, briefed by
the Fair, will aid you in planning
your visit.

capacity of 29,000 cars. In addition,
when Shea Stadium is not in use for
other attractions, its_9,000-car parking lot will be available to Fairgoers.
The charge for parking is $1.50 a
day in any of these locations. Flushing Airport, a short bus ride away,
will also provide parking space at
$ I.SO a day.

What It Costs. An admission

Hew to Get About. On the
fairgrounds, the footsore can see
the sights from any of 300 vehicles
operated by the Greyhound Corporation. These include:
Full-sized, air-conditioned glasstopped sightseeing buses, which
will tour the grounds.
Glide-a-ride tractor-trains that
will take 60 people on an open-air
ride around the Fair.
Four-passenger "Escorters," each
with a bench-like seat plus a backseat driver who answers questions.

ticket is required for each visit to
the Fair. At the gate, tickets will
cost $2 per adult and $ I per child
(ages 2-12). But before February 29,
1964, tickets that will be good for
any day at the Fair can be purchased
at considerable discounts through
bulk orders and other spetial offers.
For information, write to:
World's Fair Tickets
Suite 4029, Time and Life Building
New York, New York 10020

The Fair estimates that the average adult visitor will spend $7.20
per dayat the Fair (most of the ;attractions are free, but restaurants,
rides and some shows will charge),
while $5.45 will be spent for each
child. The Fair's statisticians have
also estimated the average number
of times visitors are expected to attend. Residents of New York's metropolitan area will come to the Fair
an average of 5. I I times, Americans
from more than a thousand miles
distant will see the Fair an average
of 2.36 times, and foreign visitors
3.2 times.

*

Where to Stay. Over 350 ho-

*

N.Y. World's Fair Housing Bureau
30 Rockefeller Plaza
New York. New York 10020

*

tels and motels in the New York
area have signed agreements not to
raise rates during the Fair seasons.
For general or specific aid in picking
a place to stay or in making reservations, write to:

Where to Park. There will be
four huge parking areas bordering
the fairgrounds, with a combined

*

*

*

Where to Eat. Some 75 restaurants, including 31 operated by the
Brass Rail Corporation, will be spotted through the Fair, catering to all
budgets and appetites. Food will
range from foot-long hot dogs to an
exotic Thai buffet.

While in New York. A visit
to the Fair is a visit to New Yorkand New York likes to call itself "A
Summer Festival." Visitors may
take in a play in the drama capital
of the U.S., dine in one of the more
than 16,000 eating places that make
New York a kind of international
exposition in its own right, sightsee
in any of the city's 35 museums and
art galleries. They can enjoy the
great new Lincoln Center for the
Performing Arts, where special programs are scheduled for the World's
Fair seasons, sit in at the United
Nations, watch the Yankees or the
Mets, walk through Times Square,
Rockefeller Center, past the famed
shops of Fifth Avenue. All these attractions are but a few minutes
from the Fair.
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